
Jenner and the Origins of Vaccination’s Empire

Hands tell a lot about people. The hand pictured here (Figure 1), an engrav-
ing published in Britain in 1798, seems especially telling. It appears today,
just as it must have to viewers of that era, strangely embodied, as if one could
tell from its graceful arch, its refined whiteness, and its seeming gesture, who
it might belong to. In fact, to the British of the early nineteenth century, it
would have been clear from the three marks, as round as little globes, that this
was not the hand of a gentlewoman but that of a dairy maid who had been
infected with the common disease called ‘cowpox’. This hand, in particular,
belonged to Sarah Nelmes and, paradoxically, it carried both the blessing of
world health and the curse of Western imperialism in its elegant grasp.
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Figure 1 The hand of Sarah Nelmes, printed in Edward Jenner’s 1798 An Inquiry into
the Causes and Effects of the Variolae Vaccinae. By permission of the Jenner Museum,
Berkeley.



Nelmes’s hand appeared in Edward Jenner’s 1798 treatise An Inquiry into
The Causes and Effects of the Variolae Vaccinae, A Disease Discovered in
Some of the Western Counties of England … and known by the name of The
Cow Pox.1 Jenner’s Inquiry was beautiful in its simplicity. It came from the
bodies of those who worked in the English countryside. Just over seventy
pages in length, it presented a series of stories about dairy maids, farm hands,
paupers, and manservants whose daily, pastoral activities brought them in
touch with cows and cowpox, and thus made them immune to smallpox.

The most important case in the Inquiry was that of Nelmes. Jenner had
noticed that dairy maids had something the general population lacked: beau-
tiful skin. In this time, everyone knew that smallpox epidemics left their vic-
tims either dead with broken pustules oozing bodily fluids, or living for the
rest of their lives blind with severely disfigured skin.2 People also knew that
dairy maids caught cowpox.3 To Jenner (and others), the maids’ beautiful
skin was evidence that cowpox gave them some protection against smallpox.
Nelmes just happened to be around when Jenner conducted his most crucial
experiment. Since she had, he reported, just been ‘infected with matter’ from
one of ‘her master’s cows’, an otherwise harmless beast named Blossom, he
inserted her cowpox into the arm of ‘a healthy boy, about eight years old’.4

The boy barely took sick and was thereafter immune to smallpox, confirm-
ing Jenner’s hunch: cowpox prevented smallpox.
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Figure 2 ‘Blossom’, the cow from whom Sarah Nelmes contracted cowpox, which
became the crux of Jenner’s vaccination breakthrough. By permission of the Jenner
Museum, Berkeley.



As it turned out, this revolutionary work on smallpox by a provincial
British doctor made a breakthrough in epidemiology that changed the course
of medicine – and history.5 Jenner, however, did not adequately understand
the process by which vaccination worked. It was Louis Pasteur, a century
later, who theorised and extended Jenner’s discovery to make vaccination
applicable to diseases other than smallpox, but Pasteur named the process
after Jenner’s work: ‘vaccination’, meaning ‘from cows’. One of the quaint
ironies of epidemiology, and this one seems almost poetic in view of present-
day fears of B.S.E., is that we derive our technology for fighting terrifying
pandemics and threats of biological warfare from the diseased udders of a
humble beast (Figure 2). Vaccination, which spread from a Gloucestershire
farm to cover the whole world, protected people by infecting them with ani-
mal disease, making the hope of world health dependent on the mark of the
beast. 

When Jenner realised the importance of his discovery, he wasted no time
in transporting it to both the nation and the world. As early as 1803, he
hoped ‘soon to see Societies form’d throughout the Empire for the Extermi-
nation of the Smallpox, cooperating with that which we hope soon to see in
full & effective action’ in Britain itself.6 Naturally, he began his proselytising
first at home. He submitted details of his discovery to the Royal Society,
which refused to publish them in its Transactions.7 Unfazed – Jenner was a
man of excessive self-confidence – he published the Inquiry himself. Jenner
knew well that he somehow needed to have his idea accepted by royalty and
aristocracy, Britain’s prime movers. The more solid the systems of hierarchy
and power, the more likely he would be able to transmit his vaccination to
mass populations.

After publication, Jenner demonstrated his discovery to the local aristoc-
racy whom he knew had connections to power and patronage. In 1800,
based on Jenner’s prompting, the Earl of Lonsdale, one of the most power-
ful landowners in the country, ordered the vaccination of all the tenants in
his estate village. In a matter of months, Jenner was presented to the King
and his two sons, the Prince of Wales and the Duke of York. He was also
received by the Queen whose eighth son had died of smallpox, and he later
vaccinated the adopted boy of Princess Caroline. Patronage by the powerful
worked. By 1803 the Royal Jennerian Society was established. The King and
Queen were patrons. The Prime Minister, the Archbishop of Canterbury and
the President of the Royal Society were Vice-Presidents. To top it off,
Britain’s two most powerful financial institutions, the Corporation of Lon-
don and the East India Company, funded it.

Royalty and aristocracy headed fairly rigid systems of power, but an even
better structure for Jenner’s vaccination purposes was the military. Even
before he sought royal patronage, in fact, Jenner had imagined vaccination
in military terms, fighting smallpox, ‘that formidable foe to health’.8 Jenner’s
patrons responded to his vision, for it was in the military that they had the
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most direct authority. The Duke of York and the Prince of Wales ordered the
vaccination of the army and navy as part of reforms designed to impose mass
hygiene on the ranks.9 The military, which played a fundamental role in
Britain’s latest colonisation efforts, turned out to be Jenner’s most important
vaccination vehicle. For Britain wasted no time in using the military to
spread vaccination to the colonies, to Gibraltar and Malta in 1800, then to
Ceylon, India, Canada, Africa and the West Indies. In 1803, to take just one
example, vaccine was dispatched on the India-bound H.M.S. Wyndham and
Walpole with a detachment of the Royal Artillery.10 Vaccine, soldiers, and
guns: from the start Jenner’s remedy for the disease that plagued Britain’s
colonies was carried along with Britain’s somewhat grimmer antidote to
colonial rebellion. Jenner congratulated himself and ‘all lovers of the Vac-
cine, on the introduction of our little Pearl into India’.11 Ironically enough, a
remedy that had begun at the bottom, in the bodies of beasts and peasants,
was now spread from the top down, from royalty to aristocracy, from aris-
tocracy to their tenants and from the military to colonial subjects. 

Romanticising Cow Medicine

Just as Jenner was congratulating himself on vaccination’s introduction into
the empire, he was supervising a publicity drive designed to give it universal
popularity. He and his allies, in a departure from eighteenth-century scienti-
fic practice, used the newly popular journals and reviews to seek validation
of his discovery from the reading public.12 And they used what was agreed to
be the loftiest literary genre to give vaccination status. The ode gave Jenner’s
medicine the heroic role of saviour of the world. There was Christopher
Anstey’s ‘Ode to Jenner’ (1804: translated from the Latin by Jenner’s chief
publicist, John Ring). There was John Williams’s ‘Ode to the Discoverer of
Vaccination’ (1810: published with Jenner’s encouragement).13 As the era
progressed, Jenner ensured that poetry gave the vaccination campaign the
boost it needed to move in the public mind from cow medicine to romantic
cure and thus from national bodies to international ones. In 1811, Coleridge
wrote a letter to Jenner advising him that vaccination was just the stuff of
powerful poetry.14 The topic, he said, was ‘capable in the highest degree of
being poetically treated, according to our divine bard’s own definition of
poetry as “simple, sensuous, and impassioned”’.15 By calling on Milton,
Coleridge effectively drew an analogy between Paradise Lost and vaccination
as paradise regained, not just for England, but for the world.

Jenner, alert to poetry’s publicity value, welcomed Coleridge’s offer. But
the indolent Coleridge never did end up writing a cowpox poem. Two of his
fellow Romantic poets did – Robert Bloomfield and Robert Southey (the
Poet Laureate). Bloomfield, working with Jenner’s encouragement and
supervision, wrote in ‘Good Tidings, or News from the Farm’ (1804) of the
transcendent ‘fragrance of the heifer’s breath’.16 Granting transcendence to
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the ‘heifer’s breath’ seems almost laughable, but Bloomfield was perfectly
serious. This is the voice of a politically and socially conscious literate class
who were well aware that Jenner had made a brilliant medical discovery in
the body of the cow. ‘May that dear fragrance’, Bloomfield continued,

… as it floats along
O’er ev’ry flow’r that lives in rustic song;
May all the sweets of meadows and of kine
Embalm, O Health! This offering at thy shrine. (91–94)

Robert Southey, who like Coleridge was fascinated with the relationship
between imperialism, disease, and imagination, told in his poem ‘A Tale of
Paraguay’ (1825) how ‘this hideous malady … lost its power / When Jenner’s
art the dire contagion stayed’.17 Southey called smallpox the ‘scourge’ of ‘the
West’, locating the origin of the disease in Africa.18 Smallpox was Africa’s
revenge.19 It had been sent forth to rebuke Britain for its brutish enslavement
of native peoples, a sin that Jenner had atoned for. Southey wrote:

Jenner! Forever shall thy honored name
Among the children of mankind be blest,
Who by thy skill hast taught us how to tame
One dire disease, the lamentable pest
Which Africa sent forth to scourge the West
As if in vengeance for her sable brood
So many an age remorselessly repressed. (Canto 1, stanza 1)

Christopher Anstey, in his ‘Ode to Jenner’, extended the national link
between smallpox and British identity. He equated epidemics with the
‘downfall of the [British] state’, which (as in Southey’s poem) put Jenner in
the position of heroic restorer of the nation. But Anstey also viewed other
kinds of military invasion – specifically Napoleonic imperialism – as epi-
demic. Jenner’s ‘protection’, he wrote:

… but retards our fate
If France pursues her infamous career,
To spread the pest of her dominion here;
And if the blood of innocence must flow;
To grace the triumphs of a Gallic foe?20

Jenner’s imperial victory over smallpox must, Anstey argued, be duplicated
by a successful war against French expansionism – an argument vindicated
when Nelson’s fleet, newly armed with vaccine to protect its sailors,
destroyed Napoleon’s imperial navy at Trafalgar.

For his part, Bloomfield (who in the early years of the nineteenth century
was far more popular among the reading classes than Wordsworth,
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Coleridge, or Southey) linked vaccination and imperialism in similar Roman-
tic terms. Jenner cured bodies, but he also cured all the ills of British com-
mercial imperialism. Here is what Bloomfield had to say about India:

Where India’s swarthy millions crowd the strand,
And round that isle, which crowns their pointed land,
Speeds the good angel with the balmy breath,
And checks the dreadful tyranny of death:
Whate’er we hear to hurt the peace of life,
Of Candian21 treachery and British strife,
The sword of commerce, nations bought and sold,
They owe to England more than mines of gold;
England has sent a balm for private woe;
England strikes down the nation’s bitterest foe.
(‘Good Tidings’, 303–12)

John Williams agreed; his ‘Ode to the Discoverer of Vaccination’, showed
Jenner doing God’s work, creating an empire of health. Women of the world
should, Williams concluded, unite in thanking Jenner for saving their beauty:

now with philanthropic mind
He promulgates to all mankind
That Indian maid or female Us
May share the same sweet joy with us.
May the fair, then, give with me
Thanks, O Jenner, thanks to thee.22

What poetry helped do is solidify the image of vaccination as saviour of pub-
lic health and of Jenner as imperial hero – both against Napoleon and for ail-
ing millions in the colonies. Poetry established a neat metamorphosis from
heifer to hero. The lowly British beast, exalted by Jenner’s transforming
science, would atone for the sins of the nation’s past and then bless that
nation to go forward guilt-free into the imperial future.

The language of Jenner’s poets was embraced by the rulers of Britain’s
empire, for in the real world of trying to control native populations, vacci-
nation romanticised gave the British the ability to portray their colonial rule
as a blessing. In India, for instance, Governor General Richard Wellesley,
who was responsible for vastly extending British territories through military
conquest, said vaccination would ‘have a salutary effect on the native’ by
showing that their government was ‘administered’ on ‘enlightened’ prin-
ciples.23 Another British agent in India claimed it would bring ‘good will from
the people’24 and the Governor of Madras predicted vaccination would
‘bring an increase to the population and to the prosperity of the [East India]
Company’s territories in an incalculable ratio’.25 Jenner’s chief publicist at
the time claimed that Jenner had turned imperialism from a threatening to a
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benevolent force in world politics: ‘While our countrymen thus kindle the
lamp of science in every clime, and shed the blessings of health and happi-
ness around, they maintain the honour of Britain; who has rendered herself
illustrious, by her achievements in the arts as well as arms’.26 Britain’s
achievement in ‘arms’ – in both senses of that word – would, it appeared, cre-
ate a stable and civilised empire in the colonies as it did in Britain itself. 

Mad Cows

Appearances can be deceptive, and Jenner’s propaganda met resistance. Vac-
cination provoked anxiety because it differed in striking and disturbing ways
from other medical advances: it made people sick to make them well. In
doing so, it penetrated the human body with matter derived from the bodies
of diseased beasts.

By the end of the eighteenth century, one of the agreed markers of gentle-
manliness was one’s distance from beasts. Cowper, the most popular poet of
the period, portrayed the civilised man as one who was sheltered in domes-
tic comfort. Leisured and insulated from the outdoors, he was contrasted
with the shepherd and the waggoner, peasants defined by their contact with
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Figure 3 James Gilray’s 1802 cartoon, ‘The wonderful effects of the New Inocula-
tion’. By permission of the Jenner Museum, Berkeley.



animals.27 Wordsworth, of course, focused on shepherds and waggoners in
his poetry, but met hostility and incomprehension from reviewers and read-
ers who failed to see how gentlemen and women could learn conduct from
peasants who reeked of the stable and the cowshed.28 Jenner, however, prac-
tised a still more direct infusion of animal matter into the ‘civilised’ world
and this violated the taboos of civility which gentlemen defined themselves
against. He was rubbing gentlefolk’s noses in the ‘dirt’ that hygiene could not
clean up – the ‘dirt’ of their bodily similarity not only to peasants but to
beasts.29 At least it seemed so to Jenner’s critics, who made fears of the British
turning wildly brutish central to their opposition to him. In 1802, James Gill-
ray graphically illustrated fear of ‘the beast within’ in his cartoon ‘The won-
derful effects of the New Inoculation’ (Figure 3). Here, one poor vaccination
victim – possibly a horrified Nelmes – grows a giant cowpox pustule from the
right side of her face. Vaccination turns from medical miracle to wild orgy of
transformation, as a shifty-eyed Jenner administers the variolae vaccinae to
peasant patients who then sprout cows from their limbs, buttocks, mouths
and ears. Satanic horns erupt through the skull of another. The cartoon finds
a graphic language to voice the widely shared anxieties about the power of
the new science in an increasingly assertive medical profession.30 Dr Jenner
and his allies, like the later Dr Frankenstein and Dr Jekyll, metamorphosise
men into hybrids – a sort of turning inside out of ‘normal’ Britons – into
grotesque miscreations who wear their animal madness on the outside
instead of hidden deep in their dark hearts.31

Gillray was not the only one to reveal Britons’ fear that vaccination would
bring their animality out of the closet. In fact, many doctors were alarmed by
Jenner’s science in part because it reminded them of other scientific innova-
tions that placed humans alongside beasts. William Rowley, for instance,
attacked Jenner for infecting the medical profession with cow-pox madness.
Vaccination was simply the latest in a series of corrupt medical practices.
Already ‘electricity and galvanism mad’, Rowley said, doctors were betray-
ing their profession by endorsing science that made people like cows. Jen-
ner’s medicine was akin to the ‘fanciful and extravagant celestial visions’ of
the ‘illuminati’ (the mystical secret society suspected of fomenting political
revolution).32

Like vaccination, galvanism was indeed the latest craze in medical
advances. And like vaccination, it played with the medical power of the cow.
One of the principal galvanism wizards of the time was Giovanni Aldini, who
had come to London in 1803 to carry out public demonstrations of this
strange science using the bodies of cows and criminals. ‘Galvanism’, Aldini
claimed, ‘is not owing to the communication nor the transfusion of the gen-
eral electricity, but to an electricity peculiar to animals, which acts a very dis-
tinguished part in animal economy’.33 Aldini believed that the bodies of
animals were like gigantic electric batteries that could re-charge or reanimate
dead things. In his first experiments he transferred this energy from animal
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to animal. ‘Having provided the trunk of a calf’, he wrote, ‘I conveyed the
arc from the muscles of the abdomen to the spinal marrow of a frog. The frog
seemed much affected, and the contractions were exceedingly violent when
the arc was composed of a chain of different persons, united together by the
hands moistened with salt water’.34

This was eerie enough, but what worried Rowley and others like him was
the way Aldini used animals to animate people. ‘I made the same observa-
tions on the body of a man as I had before made on the head and trunk of an
ox’, Aldini reported. ‘Having obtained the body of an executed criminal, I
formed an arc from the spinal marrow to the muscles, a prepared frog being
placed between, and always obtained strong contractions’ (Figure 4).35 Mary
Shelley, who had read Aldini, took these experiments to their fictional
extreme in Frankenstein: cows and criminality in the hands of these
promethean medical men had monstrous results. This is exactly how Rowley
felt about Jenner’s experiments. But Rowley’s equivalent of Frankenstein’s
monster was, he believed, a matter of fact. He claimed to have treated a boy
who, after being vaccinated, ‘seemed to be in a state of transforming, and
assuming the visage of a cow’.36 This ‘ox-faced boy’, pictured in close-up at
the beginning of Rowley’s text, became a graphic warning of the dangers of
the new science (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4 The head and trunk of an ox, one of the crucial experiments of Giovanni
Aldini, from his 1803 An Account of the Late Improvements in Galvanism. By per-
mission of the British Library.



Rowley was part of a noisy campaign against Jenner led by Dr Benjamin
Moseley, former surgeon to several powerful politicians of the time.37 Mose-
ley argued that vaccination could cause ‘cow mania’, and in this sense he
articulated an earlier version of the present day fear of B.S.E., or Mad Cow
Disease. ‘Though I am ready to admit that the Cow-pox is not contagious’,
he wrote, ‘yet I know the Cow Mania is; and that the malady, whether aris-
ing from empty ventricles of the brain, or from the excessive thickness of the
os frontis, makes them distempered, to men not steeled against the infirmi-
ties of his fellow creatures, more objects of pity than of resentment’.38
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Figure 5 The ‘ox-faced boy’, a picture from William Rowley’s 1805 Cow-pox Inoc-
ulation no security against small-pox infection. By permission of the British Library.



Moseley adopted the position portrayed by Gillray’s cartoon, that vacci-
nation would turn patients into beasts. ‘Owing to vaccination’, Moseley
wrote, ‘the British ladies might wander in the fields to receive the embraces
of the bull’.39 This was the comment of someone uneasy about a link between
sexuality and beasts. Sexuality was an animal part of humanity that eigh-
teenth and nineteenth century civilisation was deeply anxious about – parti-
cularly, at this time, women’s sexuality.40 For Moseley, being injected with
matter from cows brought that sexuality into the open. As a result of vacci-
nation, the bestial nature of women’s desire led them to acts of animal mad-
ness: they mated with bulls. ‘Can any person’, Moseley went on, ‘say what
may be the consequences of introducing a bestial humour into the human
frame, after a long lapse of years? Who knows, besides, what ideas may arise,
in the course of time, from a brutal fever having excited its incongruous
impression on the brain? Who knows, also, that the human character may
undergo strange mutations from quadruped sympathy; and that some mod-
ern Pasiphae may rival the fables of old?’ Moseley’s readers would not have
to be reminded that, in Greek legend, the gods caused Queen Pasiphae to
make love to a bull and give birth to the minotaur, a monster with the body
of a human and the head of a bull. Obviously, Moseley’s invocation of this
myth was meant to suggest that sexuality, power, and beasts would have
monstrous results. 

Moseley’s account of ‘The Holles Street Case’ was perhaps an even more
suggestive example of what vaccination could reveal about the bullish state
of the British constitution because it implied that bestiality was indeed
already part of being human. In this case, a nine month old boy who had
been vaccinated began to grow ‘on his back and loins patches of hair, not
resembling his own hair, for that was of a light colour, but brown, and of the
same length and quality as that of a cow’.41 This hysteric account resembles
Gillray’s cartoon, but the transformation here is more terrifying because less
grotesque. It is more believable. It takes an outward feature that we humans
have in common with cattle – hair – and uses this feature to turn us from
human to beast.

Moseley’s language was excessive, but it had its origin in elements of Jen-
ner’s own science. The Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of the Variolae
Vaccinae began by assuming a necessary relationship between humans and
animals. ‘The wolf, disarmed of ferocity’, Jenner observed, had degenerated
into the domesticated dog, often ‘pillowed in the lady’s lap’.42 Such unnat-
ural intimacy between the human and the animal made humans susceptible
to a wide variety of animal diseases. This susceptibility had its benefits: it
allowed cowpox to infect humans and so protect them against smallpox. Yet
it also raised the spectre of humans losing their status as separate from and
superior to animals. Sharing diseases and thus sharing constitutions might
result in long-term degeneration. Animals, after all, mutated through cross-
breeding to inferior versions of their former selves. Humans, likewise,
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through a sort of unnatural crossbreeding with external influences, were in a
constant state of ‘deviation’ from their original state. Among the causes of
human degeneration, Jenner included the association with ‘a great number
of animals’.43

Relations between species were crucial issues in the new scientific disci-
pline in which Jenner had been trained. He had been the first pupil of Dr
John Hunter, the surgeon and comparative anatomist. After moving back to
the West Country, he continued to send specimens to Hunter for anatomi-
cal experimentation.44 Hunter wanted to establish an overall account of
species based on the clinical demonstration of their organic and anatomical
similarities and differences. The Hunterian museum, in which Hunter exhib-
ited his collection, demonstrated his aims in its arrangement of specimens:

Mr. Hunter’s system begins with animals that have nothing analogous to a
circulation; then follow others which have some approach towards one; and
afterwards animals in which it is distinct; and so on through all the compli-
cations which lead by almost imperceptible steps to man, in whom the heart
is the most compounded.

All the organs of an animal body are arranged in distinct series, beginning
with the most simple state in which each organ is met with in nature, and
following it through all the variations in which it appear in more complex
animals.45

Comparative anatomy became controversial because it demonstrated
man’s kinship with animals – particularly apes. In the later nineteenth-cen-
tury Hunter was suspected of embracing the idea of evolution.46 When his
contemporary Erasmus Darwin expressed the idea explicitly in 1800, he
found his morals and politics under vicious attack.47

Jenner did not embrace such radical views, but the language of the Inquiry
brought them to mind anyway. ‘Degeneration’ and ‘deviation’ were charged
terms; the German comparative anatomist J. F. Blumenbach argued that man
had degenerated from the Adamic original.48 And some races had degener-
ated more than others: blacks more than whites. The Negro, it was agreed,
was more animal-like than the Caucasian.49 Cross-breeding, as Jenner argued
about animals, produced further degeneration. People of mixed race, it fol-
lowed, were likely to be inferior to pure Caucasians. Cross-breeding threat-
ened to lower Caucasians, by degrees, towards their ape-like black cousins.50

Natural historians used cross-breeding as a key test. After Buffon, it was
regarded as a way of distinguishing species.51 If the offspring was always
infertile, then it could be assumed that the parents were of different species.
The mule showed the horse and donkey to be distinct. This theory got truly
strange in the work of extreme racists. Unwilling to contemplate the mixing
of whites and blacks, they applied the argument to people. Charles White
and Edward Long, for instance, argued that black people were a different
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species from whites, and claimed as evidence the supposed ‘fact’ that mixed-
race people were infertile.52 Benjamin Moseley, who was, like Long, an
inhabitant of Jamaica and apologist for the plantation system, called Long
‘the father of correct English-West-Indian literature’.53

For Moseley, Jenner’s Inquiry, like comparative anatomy, threatened to
undo the bodily distinctness upon which Long’s arguments were founded. If
animals were similar enough for their diseases to breed and spread in
humans, then different races of men could hardly be organically separate,
whether or not they were of the same species. And so it was no coincidence
that Moseley portrayed vaccination in the figure of Pasiphae mating with the
bull. For him vaccination was an all-too successful form of cross-breeding. It
was an intercourse issuing in an offspring that was monstrous because it was
fertile evidence that whites were not constitutionally different from blacks
and from the beasts whom blacks resembled.

Moseley and Long had reasons for their need to make blacks and beasts
different from whites. In the West Indian plantations where they had devel-
oped their thought, slaveholders had a vested interest in arguing that ‘their’
blacks were not fully human. In most plantation account books that have
come down to us today, slaves and cattle were listed as pieces of property,
side by side. Moseley himself associated slaves with animals.54 Cow-like vac-
cination patients reminded him of the ‘distortions from that terrible distem-
per, the yaws, in the African race, where there has been the resemblance of
various animals’.55 In parliament, William Wilberforce told the British that
the Negro slaves were ‘driven at their work like brute animals. Lower than
this it is scarcely possible for man to be depressed by man’.56 Thomas Clark-
son also argued that West Indian planters thought of their slaves as the ‘off-
spring of cattle’.57 As Coleridge pointed out, thinking of blacks as beast-like
made it easier to exploit and abuse them.58 So it was not simply fear of being
infected with cattle that sent shivers up Moseley’s spine and obsessed his sup-
porters, but the fear of discovering that they shared a common humanity
with the slaves whom they wanted to believe to be bestial and inhuman.

Colonial Resistance

Benjamin Moseley had acquired his resistance to vaccination in the colonies
and it was in the colonies that further resistance to it broke out. In India,
high-caste Brahmins mirrored Moseley’s anxiety about unclean bodies. They
too feared that vaccination would link their bodies to those at the bottom of
the social hierarchy – not to black slaves but to low-caste children, from
whose arms serum was often obtained. 

While contact with ‘untouchables’ threatened caste, ingesting matter from
cows raised the spectre of breaking Hindu and Buddhist prohibitions about
killing and eating animals. Vaccination actually threatened to be a doubly-
tabooed practice. The British were able to claim the vaccination did not
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involve the death of holy cattle, but Indians still resisted contamination. Like
Moseley and his followers, the Tamils of southern India linked vaccination
to Mad Cow Disease. Mooperal Streenivaschery, a Brahmin who supported
vaccination, wrote to the East India Company’s doctor in the early 1800s.
Streenivaschery said that for the practice to succeed, ‘it might be useful to
remove a prejudice in the minds of the people, arising from the term cow-
pox, being taken literally in our Tamul tongue; whereas there can be no
doubt that it has been a drop of nectar from the exuberant udders of the cows
in England, and no way similar to the humour discharged from the tongue
and feet of diseased cattle in this country’.59

But changing the name was not quite enough. In the eyes of other Indians,
the marks vaccinators left in patients’ arms were emblems of colonial rule.
One Indian vaccinator reported being ‘impeded in his progress by an old
woman, who attempted to persuade the people that this was to be the means
of enslaving them, and that they would be known by the mark in the arm,
which she termed “The Company’s chop”’60 (which, according to Hobson
Jobson, meant a seal or stamp that was placed on trade goods acquired by the
East India Company). Vaccination had become an enactment of British
imperialism penetrating, contaminating and possessing the body of India.
Indians did not view vaccination as a universal blessing the way poets like
Robert Southey and colonial governors like Richard Wellesley had pre-
sumed. They resisted it because it violated their own religious taboos and
because it marked them as property of a colonial government. 

Besides, at this time Britain’s colonies already had their own indigenous
methods for dealing with smallpox. One was the worship of smallpox god-
desses. In India, for instance, the principal goddess, Sitala, was honored from
Bengal to Gujurat, with village ceremonies and annual pilgrimages. Honour-
ing her was designed to win her favour and gain protection from smallpox:
angering her might lead to full infection and death. India’s native inocula-
tors, the tikadars (‘mark-makers’), invoked Sitala.61 They had long been prac-
tising smallpox variolation in Bengal, Sind, Bihar, and much of the North
West, working within the religious and cultural context of the people.
Tikadars were ‘sought after and paid for by the people’ and had ‘long stand-
ing relations with client villages’.62 Theirs was the native and dominant tra-
dition. As late as 1873, their practices still far exceeded vaccinations in
Bengal.

To successive British administrators, Indians’ resistance was an indication
of their cultural inferiority. The Superintendant-General of Vaccination for
Bengal in the 1840s, for example, thought the Indians were in ‘the trammels
of a degrading religion, by which their thoughts are chained, their reasoning
faculties hoodwinked’.63 Thus vaccination became a means of justifying a
stereotypical view of Indians as being rightly subject to British rule because
they were, in the words of a Sanitary Commissioner responsible for vaccina-
tion, ‘unreasonable’ in their ‘religious beliefs’ and ‘caste prejudices’.64
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These views of Britain’s colonial officials gained currency with the aid of
literature. Like vaccination poetry, prose used Jenner’s remedy to glorify
British imperialism. The prose also hinted at an underlying anxiety about
bestiality. In the work of James Morier, one of Britain’s first officials in Per-
sia,65 vaccination was a figure revealing imperialist stereotypes, colonial resis-
tance, and Britons’ fears about their own bestial nature. Morier’s popular
novel The Adventures of Hajji Baba (1824)66 influenced British views of how
Persia was. Sir Walter Scott wrote enthusiastically about its ‘fidelity’ to Per-
sian life.67

Morier made vaccination central to his story of Hajji Baba. Because the
Persians resisted it, Morier treated them in his literary account as prejudiced,
dishonest, and superstitious. Vaccination became a marker of Eastern inferi-
ority. For example, this is what Morier has a Persian doctor say when a
British physician arrives armed with vaccine:

He [the British doctor] pretends to do away with small-pox altogether, by
infusing into our nature a certain extract of cow, a discovery which one of
their philosophers has lately made. Now this will never do, Hajji. The small-
pox has always been a comfortable source of revenue to me; I cannot afford
to lose it, because an infidel chooses to come here and treat us like cattle. (78)

As it turns out, the Persian doctor in this novel embodies the traits Morier
found characteristic of the whole nation: cunning, wiliness, self-interest, love
of power and conquest. Morier asked readers to reject the Persian doctor’s
fears of cultural contamination by Europe. After all, as all educated Britons
knew, vaccination did not in fact contaminate people. It protected them
from smallpox. Vaccination as a motif, in other words, confirmed British
stereotypes about the people it tried to control.

But beneath Morier’s stereotyping ran a deeper fear, a fear that haunted
the British imperialists as well as those they tried to control. It was the fear of
the beast within themselves. In the voice of the Persian doctor, Morier wrote: 

There must be a great affinity between beasts and Europeans, and which
accounts for the inferiority of Europeans to Mussulmans. Male and female
beasts herd promiscuously together; so do the Europeans. The female beasts
do not hide their faces; neither do the Europeans. They wash not … They
live in friendships with swine; so do the Europeans … As for their women,
indeed! What dog, seeing its female in the streets, does not go and make
himself agreeable? So doubtless does the European. Wife, in those unclean
countries, must be a word without meaning since every man’s wife is every
man’s property. (129)

This was not simply an Englishman’s idea of Muslim prejudice. Morier’s
doctor ventriloquised the British fear of what they themselves might be made
of  –  an animality which rendered them not superior but disturbingly like the
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colonised people whom they themselves regarded as bestial and unclean.
Thus vaccination marked not only Britons’ assumption of superiority, but,
paradoxically, their fear of similarity to their colonial subjects. Vaccination
(‘the blood of kine’, according to the poet Robert Bloomfield)68 revealed the
beast-like nature of the British rulers because it imposed ‘civilisation’
through an injection of animality. Thus it made them insecure even as it
seemed to confirm their superiority, and they were left trying to overcome
that insecurity by forcing vaccination on their subjects69 and then reading
resistance as evidence of native superstition. At home too, vaccination
became a dirty marker of government imposition. British protesters declared
they were fighting ‘the battle of pure blood against experimental butchery
upon their defenceless little ones’. They preferred ‘salvation by sweetness’ to
‘salvation by filth’.70 Likewise, Indians who objected to British rule saw vac-
cination as a symbol of cultural imperialism that subjugated and contami-
nated others in the name of reason. Because it brought state control home to
the body, vaccination made colonial resistance a matter of flesh and blood.
Gandhi, for instance, declared it a ‘filthy process … little short of taking
beef’, and the Non-Co-operation movement of the 1920s made refusal of
vaccination part of its political campaign. It was not until the British had left
that India implemented vaccination on a wide enough scale to eradicate
smallpox. 

Vaccination has not altogether lost its status as a marker of Western
imperialism. In a 1987 article in the Indian Express Newspaper called ‘Indo-
US Vaccine Project Worries Scientists’, a reporter says, ‘the concern is about
the enormous epidemiological data that will be collected as part of the vac-
cine trials. Samples of blood, sera, and cells tell a lot about the genetic make-
up of a population, its immunity and antibody profile – collectively known
as the “herd structure”. … . Because of its potential uses to biological war-
fare specialists, no country gives its epidemiological data’. International
science, Indians have learned from experience, is a mixed blessing. It may
hurt as well as heal, infect as well as protect.

A Bestial Legacy 

In 1977 the World Health Organisation snapped this photo of Ali Maow
Maalin of Somalia, Africa (Figure 6).71 According the WHO, Maalin was the
very last case of smallpox, and he certainly provides an eerie contrast to
Nelmes’s diseased white hand. If Nelmes signalled the beginning of smallpox
eradication, Maalin represents its end. In this sense, Maalin may be of some
comfort. He is proof that we can prevail over the viral world. Yet, what we
would like to suggest here, is that Maalin’s image may also be cause for alarm
about the methods and motives of public health programs by world powers.
It is, after all, no coincidence that between 1959 and 1963, at the height of
the Cold War, the two countries most interested in worldwide smallpox
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Figure 6 Ali Maow Maalin, the last case of smallpox; taken by the WHO in 1977.
From Smallpox and its Eradication. By permission of WHO.



eradication were the former USSR and the US, and one of the places they
enacted both military and medical programs was Somalia.

As its history demonstrates so dramatically, vaccination has always been an
international effort, and for those powers in control of public health, it
means control of vast populations beyond the reach of anyone else.72 During
the Cold War, eradication programs were set up by the USSR and the US in
the very territories over which these two fought for influence or domination:
Africa, Eastern Europe, South America, and Southeast Asia. These programs
sought to win the hearts and minds of the indigenous peoples, whilst ren-
dering them less infectious and so more easily governable. Yet they were just
the heirs of campaigns carried out in the British Empire, when colonial gov-
ernments spread British influence and power by vaccinating in Africa, India,
the Caribbean, and South America.

We find ourselves, in a world that is post-British Empire and post-Cold
War, left to ponder the imperial ironies of vaccination. To a world that
grows increasingly terrified of outbreaks, plagues, and epidemics, vaccina-
tion certainly is a blessing. But it is also sinister, as one of the means by which
governments seek to subjugate peoples through violence. They use vaccina-
tion not just to win hearts and minds, but to give their agents immunity to
the biological weapons they produce to destroy their enemies  –  weapons
that now include superviruses blended from plague and smallpox. In the
hands of the germ warfare specialists of Iraq, the former USSR, the USA and
the UK, Jenner’s blessing threatens to become a curse.73

According to the WHO, there are only two vials of smallpox left in the
world, one in Moscow, Russia74 and one in Atlanta, USA. Both were sched-
uled to be destroyed on June 30, 1999. This would have completely fulfilled
Jenner’s prophecy of ‘extirpating from the earth’ one of the most ‘formid-
able foes of health’.75 But Russia is suspected of keeping a secret stash for 
further germ warfare research. If it is, we should not be surprised, for vacci-
nation’s humble beginnings tell us what to expect from its future. The British
learned to beat disease by invading healthy bodies with the matter of diseased
beasts and forcing it on the populations they sought to control.76 They came
to practise what one nineteenth-century opponent called ‘medical despo-
tism’.77 Vaccination is strangely deceptive: though it wears a healthy face, it
has from the beginning carried the bestial soul of imperialism.
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